
The Order was imposed on 

three counts — conspiring to 

edit, print and distribute the 

North Eastern Monthly maga-

zine from June 1, 2006 to June 

1, 2007, an offence punishable 

under the Prevention of Ter-

rorism Act; collecting money to 

run the magazine and thereby 

furthering the cause of terror-

ism, an offence punishable un-

der the Emergency Regulations 

and for inciting communal feel-

ings by editing, printing and 

distributing the magazine.

High Court Judge Deepali 

Wijesundara imposed five 

years hard labour in jail on 

each of the first two counts 

and ten years of hard labour 

in jail on the third count. The 

jail terms are to be served con-

secutively which means a total 

of 20 years. 

hjhjjhjh hjh hj hjhjhTissainayagam’s Confession

We reproduce above excerpts of Tissainayagam’s confession which he wrote himself in Tamil.  Later Defence Counsel charged in court that the 

confession had been altered. (See pg 3 underlined) In his defence Tissa said that the underlined text had been changed to read as Tissa having said 

“I want” instead of “I don’t want” to an offer by one Baba, purportedly from the LTTE for monies to help fund his magazine the North Eastern 

Monthly. This particular alteration only carries no initial by Tissa as do the other alterations in his confession.  

The December 2006 

issue of the North 

Eastern Monthly

The July 2006 issue 

of the North Eastern 

monthly
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The editorial of July 2006 written by 

Tissainayagam for which highlighted 

paragraph he was charged and 

convicted
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An excerpt of the article authored by Tissainayagam 

in December 2006 for which highlighted paragraph he 

was charged and convicted

Such offensives against the civilians are 

accompanied by attempts to starve the population 

by refusing them food as well as medicines and 

fuel, with the hope of driving out the people of 

Vaharai and depopulating it. As this story is 

being written Vaharai is being subject to intense 

shelling and aerial bombardment.

It is fairly obvious that the government is not 
going to offer them any protection. In fact it 
is the state security forces that are the main 
perpetrator of the killings.

Extracts of the Order


